-

ALL trash must go inside the dumpster.
Contractors/handymen are NOT authorized to leave construction debris at the dumpster area unless
otherwise approved by management and the Board of Directors.

-

Bulk items must be placed to the RIGHT of the dumpster not blocking the gate or doors. All Bulk dumping
must also include a scheduled pickup with Advanced Disposal by the individual placing the items.
If you have a large or bulk item for trash disposal that is brought up to the dumpster area, please
contact Advanced Disposal (239)334-1224 to schedule a bulk pick up. The dumpster/ trash compactor
cannot handle sizable items including but not limited to appliances, carpet (must be cut in 6ft lengths), and
large furniture. Homeowners MUST arrange for this to be part of the bulk pick up with Advanced Disposal.
Please note: TVS CAN be thrown into the dumpster.

BULK TRASH AND DUMPSTER

-

-

NO HOUSEHOLD CHEMICAL WASTE:
-

-

All chemical waste (i.e. fluorescent lightbulbs, paint, batteries, cleaning compounds, gasoline) must be
taken to a Lee County Drop Off Facility. 6441 TOPAZ COURT FT. MYERS, FL 33912 533-8000 Please
dispose of all your chemical waste at the Drop Off Facility and do not leave it by the dumpster for the office
to dispose of.
There is NO CHARGE to residents for dropping off the household chemical waste.
HOWEVER, if our maintenance must drop off waste there IS a charge by the county, and this will add to
the yearly budget cost.

REGULAR TRASH COLLECTION
-

Place trash at the curb (not in front of mailbox) by 9:00 am on Monday, Wednesday, and Fridays. - Do Not
put trash out the night before. - Please use plastic bags heavy enough to hold the weight of the trash. - No
cardboard or moving boxes.

-

Please use the blue bins for recycles. Pick up is Tuesday only. - Blue bin must be at the curb by 6:30 am
Tuesday morning. Pick up may not be completed until 6:30pm. Do NOT put out the Bin the night before. - Do
NOT place bin near the mailbox. - Corrugated cardboard boxes should be flattened and tied. Place beside
the bin. Plastic bags cannot be recycled, please bring to Publix and dispose of in their plastic bag refuse.

REGULAR RECYCLE COLLECTION
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